Preface – by Clyde Cleveland
Buckminster Fuller: "You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change
something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete."
If you just picked up this book and are reading this preface to decide whether to continue, then I
pray with all my heart, mind, and soul that the words I have set forth here inspire you as you
have never been inspired before. I implore you not only to read this amazing and utterly
revolutionary book, but also to immediately get involved in the Titania Project with all of the
energy, enthusiasm, and resources you can bring to the effort.
This book is powerful beyond description. I will do my best, however, to explain just what it
means to me and how profoundly it can change our entire world. This book truly presents the
new model we have been looking for, to replace the bureaucratic institutions that enslave us.
Do you want:
• World peace?
• Complete prosperity for anyone who aspires to it?
• A health care SYSTEM designed to help you be healthy rather than to make the
pharmaceutical industry wealthier?
• Less crime?
• Less drug abuse?
• Better education?
• A cleaner environment?
• Less discrimination?
• Safe healthy food that is not genetically altered?
Then read this book and learn how you can help create a transition to a system that will provide
all of us with these glorious benefits and much, much more!
Bucky Fuller was correct that when you spend your energy and time fighting against firmly
established institutions, you are going to end up demoralized, exhausted and discouraged. I
know. I have spent a lifetime railing against the "system." I have approached it from every
possible angle including as a Republican, Democrat, Socialist, and Libertarian. I have been a
Director or Founder of several organizations designed to reform the tax system, educate people
about the GMO scam, create world peace, help create the first ever Constitutional sheriff
convention, etc. I have run for office twice and written two books in order to educate people
about the absolute and total corruption of our government and other major institutions.
It took me too long to understand that working through either political party is a total waste of
time. They are both controlled by the same interest groups. It took me still longer to realize that
all of the divisions among us are created, promoted, exaggerated, and exacerbated by those who
rule us. To divide and conquer is a very effective technique and it has been used for thousands of
years to control people.
I finally realized that all of our political parties, organized religions, labor unions,
banking/financial cartels, and many of our major corporations work together to protect each

other and the power elite behind the scenes. The current system benefits them and they will work
to keep the system just the way it is.
I have never read any book or heard anyone describe our present system and its faults as
clearly as Robert Podolsky does in this book. He has spent a lifetime doing research to bring
out this knowledge. Describing the present corrupt, top-down, force based system we have lived
under on this planet for nearly 8,000 years is only a small part of what he does in this book. The
real meat of this book is the solution presented to create an alternative system.

The author is absolutely correct about the importance of ethics. Without a system of ethics which
becomes the agreed upon prime directive of the vast majority of our society, we are doomed.
Anyone who has studied the founding of the American Republic knows that, for the most part, a
very high level of ethical conduct pervaded commerce and business in the 1700's. The founders
knew that without high moral and ethical standards, a freedom based, bottom up model of
governance would not last long.
An ethical code is only part of the solution presented. The author also presents a model for
bottom up governance that is applicable to any organization including: governments, unions,
corporations, religions, non-profit organizations, or any other organization of human beings
imaginable.
From the early Israelis and Anglo Saxons, who used the principle of ten family units, to the
successful Iroquois tribal system; from the amazingly prosperous and entrepreneurial Gore
enterprises to the success story of Visa under CEO and visionary Dee Hock; from the Deming
inspired corporate model in Japan to the employee owned modern companies becoming more
popular every day, the examples of bottom up, freedom based, non-coercive models of human
organization abound.
The end result of all bottom-up organizational models is more freedom, more creativity, more
happiness, more productivity, more harmony, and more success on all levels of human activity
and behavior. It is a new age – and that new age will not come about from a policy or bill passed
in the U.S. Congress. You will not change the U.S. Congress, because that entity is part of a
system that is very effectively doing its job. Its job is not, however, to represent you or make
your life better. Its job is to make those who control the system behind the scenes more powerful
and wealthier than they are now. It is critical to understand that, in their minds, they will never
have enough power or wealth.

No government or entity that is part of the existing system will save us. Do not think that the
United Nations will save us – or that it is even benign. Think again. The United Nations and all
its spawn were created by the power elite that control the governments of this world and the
biggest and wealthiest banking and financial institutions in the world. For explanations of this
fact, read "Confessions of an Economic Hit Man" by Perkins and "The Creature from
Jekyll Island" by Griffin.

We must create a new system based on a new model, as Fuller says, if we want change. That
model, as explained in this book, exists now and can be used by us to improve our lives in
virtually every way starting today! As the new system grows and takes on more of the tasks that
we have mistakenly delegated to top down, bureaucratic governments, corporations, religions,
and unions, we will see those ancient, useless, coercive, damaging institutions simply disappear.
They will vanish as useless relics of a much less evolved society.
It is absolutely up to you to create this new system and make it a reality. A new age will not
happen by itself – it will be created by people like you and me. I promise you that the process
will be fun, profitable and fulfilling on all levels. It is up to each of us to make this new model a
reality. Our children and grandchildren's lives depend on it!!
Albert Einstein: "Everything that is really great and inspiring is created by the individual who
can labor in freedom."
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